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VOTE 19 SUPPORT SPREADS
Ratterman, SC Give Backing

Ratterman to Rhodes

byDEN•sF:wAr.sn

October 24, 1969

-Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., Vice President of Student
Affairs, has combined witQ Student Council and the Young
-Democrats "in an united effort to garner support among Ohio
voters for the Vote 19 issue. Passage of the proposed constitutional amendment to lower the Ohio voting age from 21 lo 19
years has become the object <_>f the widespread campaign.

Mr. James A. Rhodes
Offic"e of the Governor
Columbus, Ohio

Dear Mr. Rhodes,
~. The Vote . 19 amendment is the the Ohio Coalition for Vote 19. The
primary issue facing the Ohio voters Cincinnati area coordinator of the
Through the past several years I have.. become increasingly
in the Tuesday, November 4, elections. Coalition, ·Jerry Springer, made_ his
convinced of the growing social and political maturity of
It has already been passed by the. views known at Xavier when he spoke
college and university students in the State of Ohio. Our recent
Ohio State legislature and is now in at the October 17 FAST talk (News,
Xavier University October 15 "Day of Awareness" obserneed of a majority affirmative vote to •10/22).
vance fully convinced me that nineteen- and twenty-year-olds
be amended to the state constitution
At Xavier, Fr. Ratterman has aland apply to next year's elections. Any- ready written Governor Rhodes. The
are deserving of a vote in all Ohio elections.
thing over 50 pi:rce~t of the popular
'RIH. RATTERMAN, S.J. · If the objection is raised that campus disruptions indicate
letter, which appears in full on this
vote is a majority.
page, mentions the successful XU Day
student immaturity, it must be pointed out that campus disNationally, there is an accelerat- of Awareness as exemplary of the in- · The Young Democrats_was the only
ing movement toward a lower voting volvedness and responsibility today's one· ..of the three campus political ruptions in the State of Ohio have actually involved only a
age. At present, only four states have youth are showing.
groups which responded actively and minimal percentage of the students enrolled on our campuses.
voting ages below twenty-one: Georgia
Ratterman has ·also written to ad- united with Council efforts. Under the
What about nineteen- and twenty-year-olds who do not go to
(IS), Kentucky (IS), Alaska <19>. and ministrators at all the schools iri_the coordination of senior Greg Burwinkel, college? Experience has shown that young people. who further
Hawaii (20). But thirteen state legis- t t' 0 f Oh"
· th
t
t Xavier students have lenL their supsae
IQ, uigmg
em 0 suppor
their education are more interested in the commonweal and
latures have already_ acted favorably the!. Vote 19 proposal. He has enclosed port to the city-wide campaign which
on youth ··suffrage proposals during copies of both the Rhodes letter and of centers around the November 2 "Vote actually use the ballot in far larger proportion than young
the 1969 legislative. year. Elections the Enquirer editorial in order to 19 Day."
people who do not go to college.
on the issue are scheduled in eleven
Young people, whether or not they go to college, are each
of those states either in 1969 or in point out the qualifications of college . Tlie' efforts of Cinci.nnati area ?igh
age youth for the responsibility of and ..cvolltege stu den~.s _will be combined. year becoming more socially_and politically mature. To deny
1970 .
voting.
·
on
oe
ay m a program to
. .
. .
.
· The. Ohio· referendum_ is seen by
Last week the Xavier· Student Coun- canvass the city for votes. A rally is them the form of legitimate poht1cal expression that they now
many to have definite implications on cil unanimously endorsed the propqsed to be held at Ludlow Garage, and this deserve in our American democracy will only lead to an alienat:he_ ~ational mov~~ent. Politica~ly, Vote
19 amendment. Through SC will be followed by a three-hour door- tioh of moderate, thoughtful students from "the establishment."
Ohro 1s a key ~late: 1t 1s one of the fust efforts the parents of all Xavier stu- to-door campaign to inform the voters
Jn our socie!y nineteen- and twenty-year-olds are required
~!ates to .cons1_d~r yo~th suf~rage a?d dents living in Ohio have received of the importance of passing the Vote
to pay taxes and fight our wars. I f~lly understand their.appreits voters dec1s1on l\'.111 be. mflu~.nt~,al. both the Rhodes letter and the Enquirer 19 amendment.
'flOt allow; them a :vote.·
•···:l':::n ·'.lt_!.1er ·stn.te~ ~ppr..i~ch tl~e .1.~suc::' e<Jitotial. Plarts'afc'for...tlie.·xu~-(aciii~y: ·.·,~;·oilce .•. again, - Xavier-; administra" hension- when.,fois
'
.. same society-do~s
.
Nonpartisan.:.. election .·information lino all those erfrolled in both the Eveil- tors, groups, and individual students
I ask your outspoken support for Ohio's Vote 19 amendment.
lists- both· the pros and cons of en- ing College. and the Graduate School· haye. taken an_active role .in the issue
Sincerely yours,
franchisement. The primary reason to bi;: contacted by mail on the issue. of national importance. The November
for the lowering of Jhe voting age is The intent of the SC program js to 4 vote will measure the results of. their
that this is an acceptable mechanism influence as great a number as possi- efforts in the cause of the 19-year old
P.H. Ratterman, S. J.
for significantly increasing construe- hie to vote for the Vote 19 Amendment. vote.
tive participation and meaningful in- ·
·
volvemeni ar youth in our national
democratic processes. The 19 to 21'
.
THE ENQUIRER BELIEVES that the student body of
.t'
year old _group_is paying taxes. This
Xavier University deserves plaudits for the manner in which
age group comprises the backhone of
it conceived and then carried out its October 15 program for
'the educational system in this country.
.·
·
a Day of Awareness on Vietnam. Xavier officials are to be
Males in this group have a military
by GREGORY X. BOEHM
the declericalization of the priesthood.
"A community searching for expres- commended too for their faith in the ·students, a faith that was
_
obligation. For these reasons, say
proponents, 19-year olds are qualified · The 1969 Xavier University Forum sion .found authority for the asking; ~ell rewarded.
to vote.
Series was brought to life here on Mon- an integrated effort on the part of the
From the beginning, the project was handled forthrightly,
Those against the amendment ar- day, October 20, when ReYerend Frans laity and clergy resulted in_ structure
intelligently
and expertly by members of Xwier's Student
gue that· its passage would also make Jozef van Beeck, S.J.,. presented his emerging from the .roots upward."
19-year olds eligible to ·serve on account of the Dutch effort to move And since the bishops were selected Council and other campus leaders. They made it plain that their
juries and hold public office. Some towards a Church based on liberty and by the clergy (from an integrated com- Day of Awareness, observed in conjunction with Moratorium
feel that the political activities of this not tradition. Rev. vanBeeck was the ·munity), misunderstanding and an un- Day, held far more significance for them than just a day for
age group are <lJlngerom• and should first 'of five lecturers. who will attempt consciousness of the problems were protest, for one-sided debate. Plain too was their intent to
not be given political expression. Age, . .to
- II ed . U nf.orIuna teIy .th·e re seemed remain independent of any demonstration-oriented groups or·
.d d"1sspe
. present modern
d . . problems in...realisthey say, is the best index for maturity Ile ~on~ep~s'. an WI 11 atte.m~t to pro~i e to occur at the same time the strange
anti-Vietnam organizations, as evidenced by the XU .students'
and
. J'udgment ' and these are the most . an md1ca1lon of the Chnsllan solullons
. .
case. o f b'1s hops we 11 aware of the pro on dialogue and education for their day-long program.
emphasis
valuable criteria for voting ·
to these problems. The
four
.
. remammg gress and sIum bl'mg bl oc ks, but bereft
· The efforts of major organizations lecturers to keep .m ?1~nd. are Rev. of the power traditionally delegated
The Day of Awareness proposal first was approved unaniand lnterested individuals in favor of Andrew Greeley, (Relrgwns Fu)ure' to them. The local clergy, responding mously by the Xavier Student Council. A campus poll then
Dr. James Bond (Student Unrest\,
.
.
.
.
.
the proposal have been com~ined in ~ev. Daniel .B~rrigan, s.J .. (The Mean- ~:~a~/-':~~-t:~:::;~ro~i~it~h~he::::; showed the body of students to be overwhelmingly in favor of a
mg of Christian Commument), and
.
.
day of discussion on this important issue. Permission was
D V"kt
F kl M D (M,
. . to accomplish. The bishops, on the
. .
r. 1 or r~n •
· ·
an m other hand, listened, but found them- sought and received from the school's administration; the
Search of Meaning). The next lecturer, 1
k"
d t
t· th
I mn·1 assoc1a
· t'ions
• board o f go ver n ors sign
· t'fied_i'ts .approval ,
Reverend Greeley, will be speaking· on, se ves 1ac mg.. any nee . o r~!lc , e a u
wd d
N
b
.
h
local
community
was
conductmg
Itself.
and,
finally,
the
students
them11elves
secured
speakers, both
5 10
nes
ay
,
?vem
er
:
'
t
e
The
close
identification
of
clergy
with
locally
and
nationally
known,
representing
the
broad
spectrum
e
A rmory at 8: 15 .
· . . f'
d
h
R
B k
The St. Th omas Mo re P re- Law
1atty
e 1ecte w at
ev. van eec
f
. .
b
h U S f"
· v·
lk b
h
Society' of Xavier will sponsor a PreAlthough Rev. vanBeeck's lecture
f
to
as
declericalization. o opinion a out t e . . e 1ort in 1etnam, to ta
a out t e
re ers
d
.
.
.
·
·
I
·
·
Law ~Clinic this Saturday, Nov. 1st. was scheduled as Obedience and . T.h esecond par
- t o f "M om
v· g .
war.
an.its
imp1icatlans in genera meetings, seminars an d
•
The program, which will begin with an Authority in the Dutch Catholic Church. Toward a Church Based on Liberty" special discussion groups.
· K lly A ·d't · m w'll
be he indicated not only his reluctance
a ssembly m
e
u 1 onu • 1
examined the pastoral scene. "The · _To the Xavier campus came ecclesiastics, professors,
followed by three · forty-five minute to speak on this topic, but also he felt
. .
h Id b
5
ou... e a legislator, members of _peace groups, a UN delegate from
sessions. led bv law school deans or that the situation in Holland should not teac_hing of. o~r re~igion
"
equipped wtth mtelbgence, sens111v1ty:
•
.
.
their .representatives.
'be reduced to such terms as obedience/ .
rd pastoral concern. We should Thailand, a general, representatives of veterans orgamza- - - f ··h ··authority. Consequently, he offered mk.a wD ·,
•
1 h
·11 tions one of the eight persons charged with conspiracy to
Th·. e ~urpose
o t e progra'!1 1s to "Interest in how we can move towards ta e peop e so serious y t a1.. ~e w1
•
(Coniinued.onpage 7)
riot..at the 1968 Democratic National Convention, and Mrs.
present interested students_ with the
Ch h b d
.be t
d
·
. .
·
a
urc
ase 011 11 r y an not a
programs and adm1ss1on procedures
d' · ..
'bl
b t't t .
Ralph Abernathy, wife of the head of the Southern Christian
of various law scho11ls. Catalogues tra 1t10n . as a p1aus1 e SU s I u e,
he admitted that obedience/ authority
_•
•
• .. •
Leadership Conference:
.and applicatii>~ forms will be available.
· .
·
has its. activity within... this analysis, ·.
. ·
. .
There was a reflection of the students' desire that it be a day
Representatives from the following but this shouldn't compel us to form
This week FA.S.T. presents Miss
•
.
• .
,
.
.
law schools will be. present: University a limited viewpoint. The Dutch.ChW'ch • Mary Lou F~eth, Xavier's new Dean of of dia~ogue and exchange of .opuuons in· t~e orderly respect an.d
of Cincinnati;· Marquette University, can be understood from three perspec- Women. Mis~ Fa~th has he~ degree attentiveness accorded each speaker, w1t_hout regard to his
Salmon P. Chase College, Capital Uni- tives: I) The Powerlessness of Power from: the University of _Florida and views.
·
versity, Case-Western Reserve Uni- 2) Leaders Attitude toward leadership worked for one year as guidance coun• . .
~ ,
.
.
A 24-hour vigil by the university community
also was. held
.
.h
selor at Ball State University For an
versity, Indiana University (Indiana- 3) 0 ur am b1va
1ence Wit
respect
·
.
. .
polis). Toledo University, Catholic 10 obedience/authority.
.
· interesting look at the situation of.girls OI~ the campus-but the students made 1t clear that the v1g1l m
University,
Vanderbilt
University,
.. fi
.
f' c. · on campus come to FA.S.T. Friday, itcf way was· coilileded with protest against th~ Vietnam War,
Under the ust category o tne 0 t 3 1 . 1 2·30 p M ·10 th ·Mu "eteer .. · · · .. ·
•· "
··
'
·
Ohio· Northern University, and St. "Poweriessness
of Power,"· the emic. · · a ·
· ·.
e . s,.
but' was· 'observed'_ to ·commemmorate "all .those who have
, .
.~.: . . ,
.Gnll .. (Bythe,way,M1ssFae1h1spretty. ... h .... .... · .. ·y··
',;··
'' •·· ·
·
· ·
.•: . , ).04i~ University.
i;.· ,: ,.·' : , .
•I' . : ; ,
,
1
1
nent DUtch _theolqgian :concentrat.ed .on. ~cute i~~!)-~~ ~__:_:__'_~~~:~~-~~:-~~~:~- 1ve:.:_~~~~~~~··~,,_,.. ~-i~~:~!:~:~~!..~:.1,~~:~,,=~--~·-- ~ ~
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Enquirer Editorial
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To Be Held
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Vote ·for Vote
On the State ballot, November 4, is the Vote 19 proposal.
It has passed both House of the State legislature and now it
is left to the twenty-one and over crowd to endorse it with
their vote.
We wish to appeal to all Ohio resident student~ to. contact
their parents. and ·ask them to vote in favor of the_propasal.
We also appeal to..all Xavier students to actively participate
in some form of .political action such as canvassing voters
or just talking it up among their voter friends.
By canvassing voters this week youth may finally get· a
say in running the State of Ohio. In an era of demonstrations
and. violence on college campuses, students have shown great
interest in the affairs of America, and. if given the chance. to
vote they can finally constructively channel their feelings. They
will have an obligation and .right to serve ..as jurors and hold
public offic·es: We actively suppcirt the proposal and appeal to
all Xavier students to impress upon their parents the necessity
of giving nineteen year olds the right to vote.
w .. F. B.

A Plague
Comedy. High Comedy. High Comedy on both sides headed
by comedians who have lost all sense of humor.
"Castro is the satan of the century. - the atheistic, antiAmerican, anti-Christian tyrant who ekes out death from the
poorest of his adversaries."
"Castr.o, my savior. The Father to the poor. The Father
to the oppressed. The Father of life. Csstro, my life."
"Communism is fascism. Fascism is communism. Communism is atheism. Atheism is the devil's tool. The devil's
tool is marijuana, alcohol, nicotine, and bad movies. A bad ·
movie is communism."
"Capitalism is imperialism. Imperialists are white ..devjls.
White devils drive their big cars over little people. Little people,
unite."
"Communism is sex-education. Sex education teaches homosexuality, unisexuality, and patricide. Castro invented sexeducation."
"Tradition is rational. Rationality is a trick of tire establishment. The establishment is a. pig. The pig clubs little
. people with;ti;adi#~nal . fricks.~!.p.··•: .. cc, .;, .
.,,, .. ,
"Change is' immoral. Change 'was devis~d by. yellq~ people
eating rice, drinking foul communist water, while looking at
the stars. The stars blink with communism."
"School is a prison. Teachers are programmed sadists.
Knowledge is sadism."
. "Long hair is an extension of sin. Wild clothes mean a wild
soul."
"Clean clothes are an imperialist invention. Clean clothes
make money for big pigs."
"W~r protects peace."
"Peace at any price."
"Kill. For your homeland."
"Kill. All the pigs of everyland."
Greaocy _Boehm.
.A plague on both your houses.

Afterthoughts
Xavier Homecoming is traditionally a spirited affair,_and
this annum, no less than in previous years, ye aide spirits
animated the weekend's frivolities.
Full many a fan found solace in a hearty bracer during
Saturday afternoon's debacle in the stadium. _In particular,
the Alumni distinguished .themselves with a ipecial bravado
which comes, one would imagine, only with experience, wining
and dining their way through countless. receptions, cocktail
parties, before dinner drinks, after dinner. . . and on, and .on,
late into the night. F9r the as yet not graduated, Orpheus pre. sided over the bachanalian rites. Unstinting were the libations
poured to do honor to the occasion.
All in all it. was a stimulating experience! To everyone
who had a hand in brewing this spectacular carouse, we would
like to raise one final toast:
'
Your ardent efforts gave us a weekend ~ith a kick .. · · oba

,;THE GRADUATE. DAVID .AND
.LISA. DR. ZHIVAGO, 2001: A
·sPACE ODYSSEY. GOODBYE COL·
UMBVS, ROMEO AND JVLJETTE,
THE HEART IS A LONELY HUNTER,
and THE
GOOD.
THE
BAD. AND TllE UGLY. W.C.
Fields dominated the camp film cateTo the Editor:
gory.
CLOS EL y
JY_ATCHED
Now that things have settled a bit, I TRAINS and 81/z dominated the
wanl 10 salute you and your fellow Mus- foreign film category. lncident~lly,
kies for making possible, through your 372 students answered the quesuonurisclfish and tireless efforts, our naire.
"Day' of Community Aw:~reness on
From the res;onse and interest
Vietnam.". Vou '."ere .a cred1dt.to you;- shown by the CQmmittee and the stuselves, this University, an
to . t e dents to having films .in the Center,
committed youth across the nation. it seems that the film series is about
More importantly. you .reenf~rced the to commence.
.
.
need for reasoned d1scuss1on and
rational dissent on a university· camSincerely,
pus.
Robert J. La Monte
't'.ou indeed made many on this
campus and in the Cincinnati conui1unity aware of the meaning of responsible "stud.:nt power." I urge you Dear Members of the
not to become complacent with the Xavier Community,
successes of the past but to continue
This is .a belated letter of gratitude
to devote your e.1ergies to the examito all the participants in Xavier's Day
nation and resolvemcnt of all issues
of Awareness on October 15. That was
confronting mankind.
a proud time al which to belong to
In the ensuing months. may I wg- Xavier. The response of the university
gest the following topics for C<!_mpus- community to fhc Day of Awiireness
bas e.nhanced Xavier's ima'ge more
wide qiscussion and analysis:
I. The evil of racism and its perhaps th<1n any long and ,co;tly pubcancerous effects_
licity campaign could ever have done.
2. The problem of poverty amidst The message of the fifteenth said that
abundance.
all the members of ·a university can
3. The struggle for a humanized form a true.cemmunity even in these
days of campus strife. that a university
technology.
4. The population concern and its can become a radiant source of moral
attendant complexities.
concern and intelligent decision for
5. The exploration of effective society at large, and that Xavier can
ways to bridge the chasms ex- be such a university.
isling among all mankind. · The Alumni Board of Governors
_ In .closing, I ask you to extend the deserve credit for .their intelligent
principle of collegiality to include and trust in the; initial proposal of the Stuinvolve more members of the Xavier dent Council, the faculty for their supcommunity in their search for new porting .this day as a genuine educaknowledge. Continue to reach out to ·tional. opportunity, and Fr. 0'.C.onnor
all members of our community in an for his lonely, courageous dec1s1on _to
effort to insure the representation of ·m~ke Xavier .1he. ~ir~t uni~e~sity ~n
this area to participate officially m
all available ideas.
the Moratorium~. All. thOSe who atSincerely your~·: .. · · .__ .l i tended the variou.s ta.lks;' discussions,
and prayer services proved that this
Patrick J. Nally
confidence was not misplaced.
·
Dean of Students
· Thus it was that the whole Xavier
community made the fifteenth a sue-

Letters··
.Awareness
at XU

Congrats

·Mount Replies

To the Editor:
.:. _Th<!.. October 22 issue of your newspaper printed the October 14 editorial
of the WKRC stations. The. editorial
commented..thaL"the College of Mount
St. Joseph postponed its annual day of
spiritual activity which was. schedu_Ied.
t~morrow.so as not ~o. .g111.e t~e impression ·~'1~t it was partrca~atm: m the
.
so called Vietnam Moratorium.
That was not our intention at all.
Our Student Govemment Association
had also planned a program as an educationalexperience of the war•. rather
than a protest. We did not petition to
cancel classes October 15. We decided
that each individual student should have
had. the choice whether or not to participate that jday.1 !lY cancelling classes,
'we feli that'wd ~ould deny each student
the right to boycott, as well as the right
to attend class.

wr

Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
JoAnn Gerdeman, President
Mount St. Joseph
Student Government Assoc .

cess. There is. h.owever, a group that
deserves special
recogmtron and
th.anks. The Xavier Student Council
has given us an outstanding example
of responsible student power. The
counsil, led by President Tim Burke
and his ·staff, has shown us, through its
calm balance., its tastefulness, its
thoroughness of planning, and its just
plain harC: w.ork, that. the students can
al'd should play an important role in
the life_of Xavier University.
Hopefully _we can continue this
creative co-operation, shunning all
the petty pseudo-issues with which so
much university debate these days is
concerned and addressing ourselves
to the live issues in the life of Xavier,
our local communities, and the entire
nation.
Sincerely,
John R. Mooney, S.J. _
(Department of Philosophy)

Editorials
Disguised
Mr. Barko:
Upon your selection as editor of
the Xav.ier News last spring, I was
very consoled with the belief that
objective news reporting had finally
returned to_the Xavier campus. However, it appears that my beliefs were
unfounded. Thc_twccpage '.'.editorial"
placed in an inappropriate spot in the
middlC of the paper is like a reflection
from last year. It was my understanding that editorials. we.re usually placed
on the editorial page rather than disguised as a news article entitled
"Awarenc:ss Day in Review."
I respect your zeal in the search
for truth. However, your pursuit of
"answers which Fr. Lyons failed to
resolve" leaves me with a certain .
sympathy for you. If your pursuit of
truth consists of discussions with Fr.
Begin· and John Froines, I believe it
can only end in frustration for you.
.However I believe you should. think
very 16n~ arid ha.rd before leadingiome
uninformed reader down the same 'path.
H.- f
·
ope u 11 y,
·
Ronald S. Moening

Moral Judgement

..

By PAT DECKER

For the hearty, venturesome individual, Student Volunteer Services
offers a weekend in the. scenic mountains. In th~ scenic mountains of
Appalachi~·- that is.
· The Appalachia Program is not a
well-oiled machine which descends
upon the hapless inhabitants of niountain hamlets, bringing them an "instant
redemption." The Program is PEOPLE; people who donate their time,
their energy, and t~eir various .skills.
Appalachia Volunteers are.JJot miracle
workers. There is a crippled widolV
who needs firewood. The l\'ood is chopped. There is an ugly.. unpainted build-·
ing. The ..building is painted. There arc
hungry people 0.1 a Christmas day.
There are filled baske.s of food. There
are the curious children. There are
religious instruction clas~es. Tnere is
uncleared land. There are construction
projects.
'

industrialization process. The area
was once dominated by coal mines and
small lumber companies. These companies attracted many unskilled laborers to the area. Automation came, eliminating mo~t anskilled.positions and
leaving behind a large portion of the
lab.>rers who lack the skills and education necessary to gain new positiom
in those same factories. It is to these
people that the Student Volunteers Program offers its services.
Where do you, the student, enter in?
It is you who can accomplish the goals
of the Student Volunteers Program.
Your tinie, for one weekend or every
weekend, is vital. Your energy and
skills can. bring some_ small comfort,
some' hope to other people. Do you
care? Prove .it !

Witches and

Goblins Only

An of this is a beginning, a start.
, Students don't join the Program to
The Armory will be the "scene"
make converts or to "civilize" the
mountain people. Students do partici- of a Halloween Party Mixer this Friday
pate, according to a member of the night.. October 31, from 8:30 until The
Program, "because they want to volun- · Pumpkin Hour. Bewitching sounds will
Dear Bill:
teer their services to others who hav~ vibrate the R.O.T.C. Hall as Xavier's
't y C en ter p ro- nee(! of them."
own "The Banned" w1'll move every·
R ecen ti y a Umvers1
_
gram Committee was organized to · The Student Volunteers are aware one'.s spirits on· the mystic night.
meet the need to have moo: programs of the fact that poverty and .illiteracy Applejack will be served as Muskies
.. 1 .....
in the Center. One of the projects was will continue to exist in Appalachia play trick-or-treat with womeq of the
(Continuedirom page 1)
. in·the area 'of films. Senior Gregory J. for many more years. Thus, the organ- night from such cultures as The Mount,
Frankly, there were some persons connected with Xavier Haskell, Chairman-elect, arranged to izatioil, if it can be labeled an organi- Edgecliff and all the other local .girl
who initially were skeptical of the students' purposes in have ·a film survey this past week. zation," has set only two fundamental havens. For $1.0<i'you have the oppororganizing a Day of Awareness and of the student leaders' Students were asked questions about goals for its proj'l:cts-First, the imme- tunity 'to find your own Cinderella or
ability to bring about a day of true dialogue and education in the convenient .time for them to see di.ate needs of the Appalachian people bring her with you for the small admovies, the types of films desired, must be met by the individuals who. mission charge ofS!.75.
the ·scholastic tradition. Some objected to a suspension of and the names of the films which particip'ate in the weekend programs.
·
·_ This Halloween Party Mixer. 1s
classes for the day.
might be shown in the Center.
Secondly~ the members .of .the Pro- sponsored by The Society For The
However, to the doubters' delight their fears proved ground- · The students felt that the weekend gra?1 hope to ..p.romo!e p~bli~ aware- Advancement of Management (SA. M.);
.
.
were the most con- ness
.
r
.
less. The Xavier students' Day of Awareness, a product of evening
.of. the Appalachia situation and a natlona
1 1ated pro1ess1ona
s howmgs
.
11 y.. a ff'I'
1 organization which is designed to meet
their own initiative and concern, underscored in good fashion venient to them, although weekday its or~g!ns..
the 'students' assessment of. contemporary scholasticism evenings ran a close second. In_ the · Appalachia was not always a pov- the i~tcrest of the business students.
that the pursuit of knowledge and the ability to evaluate cultural are11 of typ~s of films, the recent pop~ erty-stdken. area inhabited. by swarfl'!s SAM,. has a great many professional
ulilr films and camp films wcr~ the ,of illiterates, who live in _o;hacks and activities plallJled for this year to help
and politi~al e.~~ir?n~~~t.s, il!~. t~l5 .iroPle.<tiill" .r.e.~p,rWllilities most dominant. Some of the popular W~'tlr worn-out clothes. Appalachia is bridge the gap hetween theory and the
of ever{merribt!f·bf'ari 'aca~°'ic'·coirith"a·riiiy:'·':'-~····-·-•-•-•.•
fi~~1s running the strongest were: 'One ol the scar~ lct'toy Ilic American practical world. ·

Center Flicks
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Prevailing Wind
Legal I n~nnity

P111Tlli'11·

Pr:o Singers

~
~

Appearing

Mark E. Meany

The Golden Jubilee Performing ArJs
Modern psychologists are cur- "spell" or "excuse for _reality"
rently .engaged in an extensive effort should be combatted by propagation Series of the College of Mount St. Joseph
to _popularize and incorporate their of the true view which classifies the continues Monday, November 3, with an
impressive findings into the American disturbed condition as bona fide 111- appearance by the Gregg Smith Singers,
legal system. Principal among their ness~ Much remains to .be done in the the world's most frequently recorded
theories is that of Jhe "diminished- campaign to augment public informa- professi~nal chorus.
responsibility" concept recently intro- lion about, and understanding of, such
The program. of American and world
duced and heightened by the trial of phenomena.
music fcom the past, present and future
Secondly, the trial brings to the will be presented in the College Theatre
Sirhan B. Sirhan. T. Georg~ Harris,'
a prominent psychiatrist, presented light ttie existence of a definite gap at 8:00 p.m.
convincing evidence in favor of such between modem scientific methods
Revivers of a technique used. in
a verdict for the accused assassin of and their incorporation into the out- Venice during the 16th century to proR.F.K. Sirhan_ was diagnosed as a tool( of the conventional mind. The duce multidimensional sound from a
severe. case of paranoid schizophrenia. beha\'.ioral sciences have advanced choral gcoup, the Gregg Smith Singers
The accuracy o(. this analysis is cor- so rapidly that the fastest reader would have exploited this technique during
roborated by special .h~notic treat- encounter "'difficulties. in an attempt their climb to international fame. A
rrtents and the many papers found in to keep current in such a mushroom- Washington Post reviewer proclaimed
the possession of the accufed. _Why ihg field. Thus, some degree. of ignor- their "around" sound as "a stereo
the jury rejected such ironclad proof ance sets in, an ignorance which fosters effect as yo~'ve never heard before."
is. indeed an interesting matter for uncertdnty, an · unci!rtainty which
The group won the coveted Grammy
speculation.
bree<:s fear, and ·a fear which coaxes Award in 1966 for their Columbia Album,
· The small group of citizens who de- one to rely on tradition and convention "The Music of Charles Ives." Extratermin·e. one's guilt in the courtroom. whe11 i'n doubt.
ordinarily versatile, the singers also
is composed of laymen to whom the
Sirhan B. Sirhan dies as Jhe victim have recorded "2001: A Space Odys~
;erminology· of psy.c'iology is fairly of such an· unfortunate but predictable sey," "Rock and Other Four Letter
alien. One might e:<pect a good bit of circumstance. He dies not because the Words," and the best-set.ling Christmas
apprehension and caution from such citizens of the jury have cletermined album, "What Chil<f Is This."
a body upon being confronted by an to assign him the guilt regardless of
expert in the behavioral sciences the evidence, not because they see a
speaking in °· ch an area. I do not "not-guilty" declaration as bitterly·
criticiae Dr. Harris:_ his valiant at- non-retributive in the midst of so horte'!1pt to make his point relevant is rifying a national tragedy, but because
indeed commendable. Nor can I con- common, earnest people cannot emdemn the jurists for their reltii:tance pathize with his deranged mentality.
Bengals Souvenir
to.accept the d9ctor's testimony; their Until the public mind can catch up to
·typical behavior, however, illuslrates the experts and become aware of the
two area's of concern.
m.crits aml significance of their develFirst, the decisive viability of the opments, pioneers in many fields are . '
case .for "diminished-responsibility" destined to considerable frustration in
leads me_to conclude that the public the courfs of a natio'n .which, justly or
Dana Ave; Comet
misconception of genuine mental ill- unjustly, qualify all to determine the
1711 Dana
ness is more profound than anticipated. exterit of a· defendant's guilt.
The tay concept of·a· psychosis

•1
You've got

11)

to be crazy.

·:·:. . KATHARINE HEPBURN.
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FREE

TRESLER COMET

12 oz. Tumbler·

With 10 gal. Gas

Purchase.
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This exclusive offer
exp!res Oct. 31
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SUNDAY NIGHT DANC•S
ST.- BERNARD EAGLES .HALL
4815 Tower Ave.
to 12:30 A. M.

i:30

Featuring Popular Bands and Entertainment

"IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - MEN STUDENTS
$300.00 GUARANTEED FOR 11 WEEKS
PART-TIME WORk
ALSO SOME FULL-TIME OPENINGS
•cALL TODAV 241-2944
-·'.

SIMON 8t GARFUNKEL
Sunday, Nov. 9-8:00 P.M.
John o··. Millett Assembly Hall
Oxford,· Ohio
Tickets. $4.50, $4.00i $3.50

ONE OF THE MORE INTERESTING (AND
HILARIOUS) SCENES FROM THE MOVIE

"MIDNIGHT

COWBOY"
@:=al

AT THE FABULOUS NEW

Reservations 22·owarfield Hall, Oxford
Tickets May Be Purchased at the D<;>or.

..LAV80V ExacuT1ve aLDO. Oppo•H• SHUBEllT THEAT••

Downlown at JI a. 7th St.•
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Pa11 Four

'Second Season' A Re-Run
XU Loses Homecoming
by JOHN PRICE

hard for two weeks for this game and if nobody thinks we're working they should
come over and see us. It was the same story, though, on Saturday. We just didn't
get any breaks. We're moving the ball at the beginning of the second half and
aii offside penalty kills us."

The band· rang out with the "Age of Aquarius" as Billy Walik, Villanova
Brady was· referring ta' the first series of .plays in the second half which
halfback. turned the right end, shimmied past two Xavier defenders, and may have been the key to the game.. The Muskies had just scored al the end of
waltzed into the end zone giving the Wildcats a 27-7 lead. Certainly the stars the second quarter on a Myer's keeper and an early tally at the slt'rl of the third
haven't shone brightly on Xavier this season, but Aquarius must hold some- quarter might have changed the complexion of the game. With the Muskies
trailing 21-7 and in possession on the V.U. 25, an offside call cost them a
thing more p~~mising for the Musketeers.
· After dropping their first five games a week's layoff wuuld have been an first down and on the next play ~ pass was intercepted.
The only XU score was set up when Ray Langcaster and Ivy Williams comexcellent chance to start a second seasQJl, but the hoped for premier turned out
to be another rerun much to the ·disappointment of the seemingly bored home- bined on a 59 yard kickoff return. A pass Jo Joe Abramowicz and ,Langcaster's
23 yard jaunt to the Villanova four preceded Myers' sneak. "Everybody
coming corwd of more than 6,000.
The Wildcats took advantage of two XU fumbles to open up a 21-7 halftime . thought that we could come back then," said Brady, "but our mistakes hurt us.
lead, then added a pair of unimportant fourth quarter touchdowns to coast to a They didn't beat us we beat oursel~es."
35-7 victory. "We were bad but they were worse," commented a Villanova"
More than anything else it was probably the speed of the Wildcat backs that
assistant following the .shoddy ·exhibition. For the firth time in six games the hurt the Muskies. Walik and Mickey Kerins combined for 147 yards rushing
Muskies failed to break..doubfe figures in scoring and in their latest futile effort as compared to the X.U. team total of 85. Walik, who scored two touchdowns
in Villanova's 21-IO victory_over the Muskies last year, played with a broken
they were forced t~ employ three quarterbacks.
_ Dave Myers, playing the majority of the time, absorbed the brunt of the shoulder but still ran for a pair of touchdowns.
punishment and was aided to the locker room in a_ wheelchair. Dave· suffered
· "The biggest thing about their running," said middle linebacker Ed Cogan,
a minor concussion. Dan Brady, making his first appearance of the year, was "was the way their backs would move along the line. We would plug a lot o( the
blind-sided, injuring his shoulder. Reluctantly, head coach Irv Etier called holes and th~ir back&. would run somewhere else and that's when their speed
on ailing Jerry Buckmaster to finish the contest.
was able to beat ~ur pursuit."
"Some guys can play for years and not get hurt but I got it in my first game,"
said Brady, a junior from Sandusky. Recalling the...disastrous play Dan said:
"! rolled out and all our receivers were covered. I pump-faked and somebody
hit inc from behind and when I fell I got hit again." Dan sustained a separation
of the clavicle and will undergo an operation on Tuesday or Wednesday of this ·
week.
··

Etier was a picture of. frustration as he scanned the sidelines sometimes
tossing his clipboard to the ground in demonstration against his team's performance. "He can teach us all he knows but he can't do it for us on the field."
It's probably for him more than anyone else that the ·Muskies want that first
win. "He deserves better than this," Brady sadly stated. "He's a good coach,
he knows his football, he works us hard."

.C...Nt!J'.' (JOHN PAYNE) Photo

MYERS MAULED
••• ias Villanova's Bill Mingey wraps
him up for a loss. ·

·But how long the Muskies can keep hoping for this year and not start working
In his lirief appearance Dan completed two of five passes .one going for 35
yards to Dale Mutryn. "I wasn't nervous at all," admitted Dan. "I just wanted on next year_is something that will be answered. "I still have confidence that
to prove myself cause I thought I could move the team." One of Dan's attempts we-can still pull some. wins out this year," said Brady, "but heck when you're
came on a halfback option and was batted from the hands of Ray Bauer_"We 0-6 you have to look at some new faces too."
thought that the play would work cause we saw that their backs came up fast
Whether there is anything that can possibly be salvaged from the four
on the optio~."
remaining
games is anyone's guess, but· with an 0-6 record it will be hard to
,-~----_..
"It's really hard to talk about a game after you lose," said Dan. "We worked erase the damage done no matter what may be achieved.

Barefooted
Kicker Will

________________________________________,

'Ouch' Boot

Never Seen

by BOB HYLE

The Like

~ The Xavier freshman football squad
plays· the Unive~sity of payton next
.. Monday in a game that should have a
•! ''.1ri(()j'':'[J~rsoilaLc·on~ests 'ori both sidcsi
(The Muskies played Miami on ·Monday and game ·will be reported in next

by JACK MURRAY, Sports Editor

wee'k's issue.).

THEY STAtiGERED INTO THE LOCERK ROOM huffing and puffing,
almost :is if they had played the game. Hardly, they were returning from pregame drills. "They" was tlie Xavier football team, a beleagured bunch. It
was about IO minutes before the start of the game with .the Villanova Wildcats
Saturday. Sweating, Renard (Tim), Murray (Jim) and Brady (Dan) chanted
"No breakdowns" and "Come on. baby." And there, from the. ceiling, hung a
6-by-6 sheet with lettering on it. "Ca.ts Are ~ssy1.Go Muskies". Signed by
Husman Hall resid~nts, still, it is doubtful the players_ believed it.

~

:. - ...

· · The freshmen will go into th~_gamc
in f11irly good shape. The two top run• ning backs Dick West and Pat Ragen
have slight injuries but .are expected
to see some action. Coach Jim Louder
plans to use backs Ken Byers and
Herman Hale a little more.
The ·fans will 1et a chance to see
kicker Mike Donahoe at wor. In the
Indiana State game, Donahoe was not
allowed to kick in his unusual barefoo~
style. The referee's told Coach Louder
that he couldn't.Jdck like that. ·

_Vic Nolting limped into the. trainer's room and asked Ray Baldwin for more
tape_on his delicate knee. "I popped it," he said. That's when coach Irv Etier
-·
stepped into the .middle of the group
and said, "Little thought on what we
ask you to do." There was a lull of
three minutes, with only feet scuffling
heard,· before Etier spoke again. "We
kickoff. That's what you wanted Harry
Carri suicide squad. I want you to
knack him ~VU player) on his butt and
help him up and tell hiin that it's homecoming and that's just the beginning.
I want seconds (effort) and thirds today." ·
Irv Etier

Coach Louder said, "when we got
back to· school Coach Etier looked it
. up in the rule boDk and found no rule
·against it, so _we plan on using him." ·
· The Muskies also had the honor to
be the first Xavie~ team to play on
Astroturf at the l.S.U. game. Coach
Louder said, "I think most of the team
liked it. It didn't feel too different, the
ball takes some bad bounces and some
boys got some bad burns fro~ it."

• • •
THEN JERRY MOUCH, in a rage, said, "Look around. What do you see.
You see people on crutches. tapped and hurt. Our great quarterback is hurt. We
ain't got no Shinners or Ippolito so we have to do it on guts." As MDuch's tirade
ended, Father John McEvoy, S.J., was .about to lead the team in prayc.r, when
he was asked by Etier, "Father, is it all right if the seniors lead us in prayer?"
Fath"r nodded. Butch Otting started the Hail Mary.
Etier, with his players huddled around him, said, "Okay guys, we are 0-5
(record) but we are 10-0 on guts, spirit and heart. Don't worry about X's and
....:.News (JOHN PAYNE) Photo
O's. Look for a white jersey and knock him on his butt. Seniors go to the back
pf the room." As they did, Etier, speaking barely above a whisper, said some- ••• Dan Louder (No. 65) returps a kick off a few yards before tripping over
thing to the younger players about homecoming and winning. Then shouting, his (unidentified) teammate •
th.e team stalked from the locker room, seemin1ly confident.

Dayton has two standout players in
Dave Girrard an offensive back and
Jim Frazier on defense. ·coach Louder
says,. "The kids are ready, thc:.y arc a
tight knit group and they'll ,be up for it."

.Sport Quiz

• • ••

ceivers in the -AFL last season.
By JOHN SMITH
.NOT C~NFIDENT ENOUGH THOUGH. For, after an inept offensive I. Two times a pro-football cham- 7. Who 'intercepted two of Joe Na_pionship game has gone into overmath's passes in the 1965 Orange
display, they returned 90 minutes later trailing, 21-7, at halftime. The language at .halftime was more technical. Offensive line coach Gil Sturzel drew some · time. Name the teams inv.olved,
Bowl?
diagrams on.. the blackboard. Etier-talked about using more Villanova_stuff
and who scored the ~inning tfoints. 8. What was George Gipp's total of( plays). He spoke about numbers. "Against a SJ look, run the 18 and 19 option. 2. Name the famous passer who has . · fense record for four years at
We have iO establish' or 33 belly, so we can throw the 98," which was pass to
played in the NFL, AFL, and CanNotre Dame?
_
Ray Bauer, slanting acri;iss th!!. middle after Joe Abramowicz went in motion.
adian· LCague.
In the first half, Bauer let the pass slip through his fingers when he was in the
9. What do Kentucky, Kansas State, !
open. The muskies never did establish a ground attack, either because Myers 3. Name:. the famous outfielder who
and Northwestern have in common? i
was either tackled, or a handoff was. dropped or the offensive line just' comalso played in the Rose Bowl ·and IO. In -college basketball, name a rule.;
the team he played for in the Rose
charige for the:. coming season that ,
pletely broke down in its blocking.
Bowl.
.
There was more shouting before Etier, standing on a table, said, "We need
· affects center play.
(Answers
two touchdowns to get even; we need three to win. Defense stay the way· you are; 4. Other than the Boston Celtics, , I. Balllmott·N,\'.Glan10 _ Alan Ameche, :
th'e offense is gonna score. Shouting again they s_talked ciut for the second half.
name the two tealtlli who have won Ho111ton·Dalla• - Tommy Brooker, 2. Tuhln
Th'e offense didn't score as the Muskies used three-qua.rterbacks (Myers, Brady
NBA championships in the_ past 13 Rote, 3 • Jackie Jenoen - u.s.c., 4. S1. l.oul•
700
5
and the inJ'ured Jerry Buckmaster) and lost 35-7. But.ii .was·.all said before ·t~e
years.
'ffawko, Philadelphia
r•,
• llal1e Ruth'•, ·
;
: , : • ·, • •
,
> • r ._ ,.,. • ., · ._~; •
'
6. 1..anl'e Alworlh,<G.~':''Mt? ~i,aurr, Jr., Don
start of the game by Ray Baldwin. It was abou't 'tius thing' of trying and· siilt·· 5. In 1927, Babe Ruth hit 60 home Maynard, 7. Pote l.ain'mun•,' a. •l,110 yil•.; j <
losing. He said to ·Father McEvoy, "Father, in all my ·years (-22)'ticre; I have'·.
ru'ns:.'Wno's·e 'rec0rd· did' he'. break?. ~" :rhore all named wlld .. at•, lo. Tho •ent•r I
never seen anything like this one."
.. . ·: .. "·.· · • ,·· ..- . ,··: .'..
' .can n<> lon11er hold the ltall for more than five !
6. Name, m order, the top three re- oecond• while hi•. teammale• eut orr of him. :

j
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Joe Ohradzansky
Hurt In Practice
by DENNY KING
Las~ Wednesday during practice
Joe Ohradzansky .was working with the
line backers on a pass pattern. The next
thing he knew he had a broken foot.

cinnati Lcagur ," said Ohradzansky,
"we ji.:st played with other schools
around us." Nevertheless Joe won
all-city honors and the team finished
with a 7-2-1 record.

"I cut back and that's the last thing
remember," said the tight end, Joe
Ohradzansky. Whatever it was, it will
cost the XU squad his services for the
res( of the season. "The cast itself
will be on another three or four weeks,''.
said Joe. "Then 'I'd still have to ..work
witli it for a while before ( could play."

When Joe Ohradzansky came_ to
Xavier he wasn't drafted. for any particular po~ition. "It's like always the
bridesmaid but never Ute bride," said
Joe. In addition to his position at tight
end, Joe has always been ready to put
his help where it was needed-at offensive and defensive end, guard, or tackle.

Unfortunat~ly the season won't wait
and it looks like Joe will finish his last
season in th". reluctant position of
'observer,_ an ill stroke of fate since
Joe has played ball for 14 years without a serious injury.

Now twenty-three and married, Joe
can see how his attitude toward the
· sport has changed over the years. "In
HAPPY RFACTION
-News (JOHN PAYNE) Photo
high school, you play for the sheer fun
of it, but in college you begin to see all • • Occ~rred when Ivy Williams ran 62 yards after taking a lateral from Ray Langcaster on the 8-yard line in second
the hard work and dedication that go quarter kickoff.
into it."
Joe began playing ball in the_fifth
"Football is a _great teacher. The
grade. Besides football, he participated
training and_ discipline are invaluable
in baseball and track while in grad~
to later responsibilities of life." Joe
school.
himself is now a student· teacher in
_ In high school, .Joe continued to physical ed. "I feel that I owe a lot to
pfay football in his present position of the sport and especially to the coaches."
tight end while also working with the And so for the future, Joe plans to
wrestling team. Joe came from St. teach and coach, while, for the present
Edward.
he won't be able to be111uch more than
Ciri- . observer.

-N<'11's (JO/IN /'A l'NE) Phoro

JERRY BUCKMASTER

• throwing out of the shotgun formation he com~leted three of four.
Offi •

•

CAUGHT YOU

-Nt•n·s (JO/IN PA )'Nf;,j Photo

·
1c1al sees Mike Herr, dark jersey, (No. 74), holding VU's Don Swartz' (No. 86) arm as VU's Bill Mingey (No. 81)
.tackles Myers for another loss.
----~--

Wet yout wf.iUle
With 14-f( l
The most enjoyable tacle

in beer today! Hudepohf.
©1969 THE HUDEPOHL BREWING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI, OHIO

• In action.against Miami In 1965.

Gorman Makes
Peace Corps Team
John Gorman, former basketball center at Xaver, is in the Peace·
Corps. He is stationed in Haryana,... lndia, helping peasant farmers with a
water well program~ This represents a great comeback for John Gorman
who during his sophomore year, was released for ac..demic and disci:
pliniry reasons.
.
.
·
On the road to finding himself, Gorman attended junior college in his
hometown of Chicago, lifted weights, returned to Xavier without scholarship
and hustled to the c~owd's delight during the 1966 and '67 seasons. He missed
the final eight games of the '67 season for removal of a disc after a painful
back operation.
Gorman was a roommate of freshman head coach Dave Lynch ..At 6 feet
8 inches, Gorman is probably the tallest teacher-basketball player in
India. He says that there are few skyscraping centers there. "I didn't make
All-American l;tut feel that my chances for 'all-Indian are good. I feel pretty
tough bouncing around I IS lb. rickshaw drivers."
Johu says that the temperature is "only about 95-100 degrees" now
as compared with 120 degrees two months ago. He feels that he is doing his
part to make America a better country and make Americans more respected
abroad. "The Indians are really beautiful people."

A Payne
The photo. cccdft.. which was to go
with last week's photo of Luther Rackley 'in his first pro game was inadvertently lost. John Payne, a-senior

Crom Cincinnati Blue Ash, snapped the
photo.
Payne, _ unless
otheLwise
marked, takes all photos for the sports
section. Also, John says that any organi1J1tfons needing pictures for its
group' can contact him at 891-5610.
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Van Beeck

the'.'diffeccnces of.expression,' or are touchi11g upon our ambivalence in a - . . . ; . . ; . . - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
we only permitting them to be voiced . critical moment of the Church, seems
(Co111im1edfro111 page I)
while containing them to marginal to indicate that the choice is ours-.
. status? Will our era_of transition wit- the community must respond or suffer
make available nothing less than the
ness a monolithic supression of liberty, the. limited progression of. its negli- .
truth." In the era of change, there supression under the guise of· sacred
should be the distinction, Rev. van tradition? Reverend vanBeeck, lightly gence.
Beeck believes, between confusion and
uncertainty. Confusion is the state of
being unable to find if frame of reference; uncertainty and unrest, however,
are ever present in the human configThe November/December Film Serles schedule Is as follows:
uration. If an institution is to serve the David and Liu
Tues., Nov.'
7:00p.m.,
humanity of its members, then there
Wed., Nov. 5
7:00 p.m.
should be reserved a place .for uncerThun., Nov. 6
7:00 p.m.
tainty and unrest. This impels us, as
Romeo and Juliet
Thun.,
Nov.
13
7:00
p.m.
it did.in Holland.. to recognize the lead-·
Fri., Nov. 14
7:00 p.m.
ershi"p of the prophetic laity-uncertain,
Sat., Nov. ll
8:00p.m.
definitely at unrest, but inseparable
Thun., Nov. lo
from the evolution of the Church. The (To be announced
7:00p.m.
Fri., Nov. ll
time, the courage, mu&t be taken to please watch
7:00 p.m.
experiment with responsibility · on bulletin boards)
Sat., Nov. ll
8:00 p.m.
levels former!~ un~ried.
··
Goodbye Columbus
Mon., Dec. 8
7:00 p.m.
. The final perspective for examining
Tues., Dec. !>
7:00 p.m.
the Dutch Church deals with what seems
Wed., Dec. 10
7:00 p.m.
to be our basic reluctance to accept
Admission ls 51.00 and all programs will be held in the University Center
r----------------------~---plurality. Are we willing· to actualiz.e Theatre.

Film Series Scheduled

We're all heart.

70011

HENRY MANCINI
8t
CHAD MITCHELL

-on the diamond engagement ring
you create with Wasserman.

---------------------------~

Saturday, Nov. 1-9:00 P.M.
John D. Millett Assembly Hall
Oxford, Ohio
Tickets $4.00, $3.50, $3.00

Wasserman·
·605 Race Street ··

Reservations 220Warfield Hall, Oxford
Tick.~ts May Be Purchase·d at the D-Oor;~ ·:·;

'·~~-·, · _~~-r::'·; ,i,:._'.' -.,••~·:;;~~;-~~i~;f~:.:'.:_.~~/j~;~-~~i?
·Jewelers for one generation. Yours~
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BLOOD,

SWEAT
AND
TEARS
IN CONCERT-FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31st ·

8:30 PM-U.C. FIELDHOUSE
$2.50, $3.50, $4.50
S~udents-Faculty ·
$4.00, $5.00, $6.00
General Admission
Tangeman University Center
Ticket Office, (475-4553)
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STEAKHOUSE
1.\-1\'*MEN U i::n\·.f:.r
Special Cut Char-Broiled

• Sirloin Steak
• Idaho Baked Potato
Chef'• Cri1p Guden

r

• Salad Bowl• Dr1111n1
:::::~"'
Garlic

French Roll

$179
.
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It's new ••• It's Sinatra
all the way~

1

BUDWEISEll•. KING Of BEEllSe • ANHEUSEll·BUSCll, INC. • IT. Lou1i
NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • KoustoN • ·
• JACKSONSVILLE

P11esft•

THIS WAS HOMECOMING '69

News (JOllN ?A VNE) Photo

News (MIKE lllPSKIND) Photo

Attention
born leaders:

Ifyou~

.were the
frrstone
togtow
abeard,

and the
frrstone
tOshave
itoff,
Federated
Department
Stores

'·

would
like
to meet

News (JOHN PAVNE) Photo

XEROX .COPIES
. NOW

WANTED
1

This low rate limited to Students
and Faeulty only.

. ·cuFTON TYPEWRITER SERVICE .
. (At UC Campus sin~e.~950).

216 W. McMillan
f
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PAR.T TIME. MALE HELP FOR EVENING :,&=~;c:,pepartmentstores,1ne.,
DELIVERIES. ttOURLV . SALARY PLUS .'!~=!:!~1~..C:!r:;5202•
bELIVERV COMMISSION-FREE MEALS. You could

Escept Boole• Ir
Le1al Size Paper

,

you.

381-4866

"·.....
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' ·.:CALL 731~8200
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"'····:····· . ··~· . ·-·r

start a trend.
Agai~.

•••• Ellllt

XAVIER UNIVERSITY, CINCINNATI, OHIO, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1969
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FACULTY. COLUMN

PASS THAT TEST!___,,.,,.,.· ·---- -·

-. "Easy Rider" - Power from Cliches
Easy Rider is so supcriur to the
films we have learned to expect from
the American comm~rcial film industry that our initial response to it may
very well be uncritical praise. When
a movie directed at a mass audience
presents such.. starkly beautiful cinematic landscapes and such a frankness
of statement, why_ cavil? Obviously
· there are plenty of people who need to
see this film. But precisely because
this .is such a good film, it should be
looked at hard and critically.

the film's terms, is
free man, leas·!, a gross sentimentality. But what
sees no threat in his futuristic visitors, is authentic is the spirit of comaraderie
but a reminder of his own youth.
which emerges _as soon as Nicholson
One might here question whether makes the group a .threesome. Without
the film's idealization of the .rancher him Fonda a~d Hopper are a somewhat
and liis family is an evasive pastoral dullish pair. Like Midnight Cowboy,
nostalgia". After all, a similar nostalgia Easy Rider dramatizes the possibilihas populated the American suburb. tid of male friendship, without sugOne might also questio.n whether our gesting any modish homose_xua_l overpot smugglers arc the equivalent in the tones.·

'sixties of' the brave pioneer settlers
of an earlier· America. Pot may b.! fun,
hut I doubt whether it's also messianic ..
The action of the film is carried
Shortly· afterwards,· Hopper and
by Peter Fonda and Dennis Hopper, Fouda spend. some time with a comwhci, aftet smug,iling into the States a munity c•f hippi-::s, who have settled. in
an isolated m_ountain area. The hippies
look forward to the coming winter with
uncertainity and foreboding. They arc
exiles from the nightmares and comfo.-fa of the city, and pa.thetically vulnerable' before the unresponsive nature
to which they· have turned for solace
and renewal. Fonda, in an attempt at
lapidary profundity, says they will
pull through their winter. But the film
suggests otherwis~.

ll is at this point that the central
image of the film is introduced. The
hippies, hoping to grow their own food,

Ernest Fontana,, Ph.D.
rich cacne of Mexican marijuana, decide to cycle ea3tward a<:ross America
and live easily off their profits. These
pot runners are familiar free spirits,
unshorn and dungareed; Fonda, a postverbal in:rovert, Hopper, more communicative and zany. Their castering
odyssey across a paleocer.e American
south~ 1 est takes them first t to the ranch
of an erstwhile American wanderer.
The middle-aged rancher, his Indian
wife and .children. form__the locus of
thc movie's values. They are gcnero~s.
tolf'rant, _and courteous-without the
violent paranoia which characterizes
and.: disfigures the America Fonda and
Hopper will discover with increasing
horror and risk. The rancher, who, in

.

truly ' a

· The fioQt ends abruptly as_ Hopper
and Fonda· are shot by two apish redneck farmers on a lonely Souther
highway. The seeds of promise have
been killed, red-neck America with
all its .feats, repressions, and hatreds
has triumphed in its usual style. A
cliche perhaps-this sustained conflict
between the pot-smoking hippy cyclists
and the red-neck sheriffs and farmers.
But part of Easy Rider's power comes
from the fact that it doesn't go beyond
cliche. It deals with cliches that have
achieved, in this divided America of
ours, the auster.e simplicity oLthe traditional ballad plots, a:d-the primitive
power of myth.
.
Ernest Fontana, Ph.D
Assistant Professor of English

.with the help: of

·

COWLES
SCORE·HIGH

EXAM BOOKS
CHECK THIS LIST

Preparation for
GRADUATE RECORD
EXAMINATION APTITUDE TEST
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST*
MILLER ANALOGIES TEST
GRADUATE BUSINESS. SCHOOL
ADMISSION TEST
NATIONAL TEACHERCOMMON EXAMINATIONS
MEDICAL COLLEGE
ADMISSION TEST
FEDERAL SERVICE
ENTRANCE ~MS
DENTAL
APTITUDE .TEST
..

INSIST ON COWLES THE QUALITY STUDY GUIDES
FOR TOP TEST SCORES
• Up.to-date test material
• Best organized study guides
• Do's and don'ts
of testt~king
.· .
•Step.by-step programming
• Accurate practice tests ·
• Explained answers
• Self-evaluation profile
plus ·
COWLES GUIDE TO
GRADUATE SCHOOLS.
Covers more than 1,400 schools:
co1t1, faculty, study pro1ram1,
hou1ln1, financial aid,
facllltle1, etc.

8'U"x11" •Paper• *$4.95, all others $3.95 each
SH them at your local bookstore ·

Cowl•• Book CompanJ, Inc. A 1ub1ldl•17 of COWLll COMMUNICATIONI, lllC.

·are seen sowing seeds. in the barren
moo.ntain earth. Only the most manic
·of them really expect a harvest. And
is this not the statement of Easy Rider
-,-that America js a barren land which
kills its most promising young seedlings?
In a small _town Texas prison,
Fonda and Hopper meet a drunken
young .awer, played brilliantly by
Jack Nicholson. It is Nicholson who
joins the odyssey and is, later, brutally
murdered, while asleep, by a gang of
red-neck toughs somewhere in Louisiana. T.11.e filin suggests that Fonda.
and Hopper' effect, primarily through
marijuana, Nicholson's psychological·
liberation. It seems_ to me that the
film's insistent attempt to see pot as a
sacrament of liberation is, to say the
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can help us do a better job.
Here's where YOU come in. We're
changing. And growing. And we're looking for bright young people who can
help us make our changes work. YOU
are one of the new-idea people we're
looking for.
.
HERE'S OUR OFFER: You can start
out in management right now. You make
good money. You put your own ideas to
work and evaluate the results. You move up fast. You work almost anywhere in
the world, with opportunity to travel.
You're a big part of our operation. And
you accomplish whatever your talents
lead you to.work toward. That's it.
YOU have the opportunity. We have·
openings. Let's get together and see if
our ideas are in the same bag.
Our representatives will be on campus
. soon. See your placement director and
sign up for an inte.rview NOW!
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duates with major~
We're s~ek~~'i!ff~inistratio~ /hi;~t. in: B~~nj psychology ~ar:eting I ·
'!0:"1 Liberal Art~ n / Mechani~al

~rchitect1:1ral ~esr~ersonnel Ad~~:;

i

~ngip~~"F'iccounting H~f:/"Man-

rstra '
Food an
sporta·
Science~ I/ Trattic and 1rangement
a~em.~~nagement '/ Mdar:dustrial
tron ""
. g / an
fnginee~in
.
·
fngineerrnJ}d· •.-ople to turn us on
we want ' ea "7 Ids'
in the following tre •

. WE'LL BE INTERVIEWING:

• RETAIUMG
• &U'llNG• ACCOUNTING
• AUDITING
• ARCHl1£CTUR:NGINEERtNG
• MECHANICAL
MERCHANDISING
:

_,, .. · -:::::;:;'.:;
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=~==:~GEMENT

NOVEMBER 13, 1969 ·If you can't make our scheduled Inter•
view date, don't sweat it. Write us direct
and find out if our ideas are iri' the same
bag. · Write to:
COLLEGE RELATIONS MANAGER

-.

• VENDING . ANAL'ISIS .
• &'ISTEMS PROGRAMMING
.,.._ COMPUTER
VtCES
• p~RSONALES::ENGINEERING
• MANAGEM
WAREHOUSING •
•
TR~NSP<>~~~~O~

-Riverboat. Stripes
from --Arrow•
.. Here is a collectihn that leads today's
new trend to a mote colorful way of life
· ... while casting a nostalgic look .at the
past. A completely new collectiOn that
commands your attention . · . . ·an~ one
that will ·lend new emphasis to your
appearance.
We have a wide selection to choose.
from. New Madison A~enue collars with
longer points for a more luxurious look.
French cuffs or barrel cuffs. And the
fabric blend of Dacron• polyester and
cotton needs no ironing.
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FREE PARKING!
CHARGE ITI , ·. ':·
Open Mori:, Thurs.· ·&~

:._:_:Fri. E~~ ..Tm.:~ .. _.

ARMY• AIR FORCE l!X~HANG• 8•RVICI

!

PHONE 531-3283. .

tRE~BXsl'srE'f:

474&-1.10NTo·oMERv ·Ro.·· NoRwo:c>o·
. ~-.

' 391i' WALTON WALKER-BLVQ;,. QALLA~: TexA$ 75~~2 ..
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